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Abstract: In this paper, we investigated an optimal harvesting problem in a simple
age structure population. We assume that by the end of each reproduction season
the population consists of two age groups: juveniles and adults. The increase in the
population number is regulated by density-dependent limitation of a younger class
survival. We consider the strategy with a stationary character of exploitation not
leading to the population extinction. The optimization problem is to determine the
optimal catch quotas and equilibrium population size to provide a sustainable yield
and maximum sales return taking price fluctuations into account. It is shown that a
single age class harvesting is the optimal one, and a choice of the age class is
determined by the values of population parameters and prices ratio. It is
demonstrated that there is a domain of population parameters, characterized by the
loss of optimal equilibrium stability at its transition into this domain, and the
emergence of 2-cycles, in spite of harvesting with optimal constant catch quota. It is
shown that the harvesting impact on the elder age class results in periodic
dynamics only in that range of the parameters, where similar dynamics is observed
for the unexploited population. It is found that optimal harvesting with optimal
constant catch quota from the younger class changes the type of dynamic
instability, typical for the population, and also causes regular fluctuations in the
numbers at certain values of parameters. It leads to the necessity of transfer from
harvesting based on constant catch quotas to threshold harvesting. It is shown that
the threshold strategy always stabilizes the systems dynamics.
Keywords: Optimal control problem; harvest rate; population dynamics; equilibrium
analysis.
1

INTRODUCTION

The optimal harvesting problem is one of the important problems in mathematical
biology. In the course of rational harvesting the population density decreases, which
contributes to intensive reproduction of the population of game animals. At the
same time, the individuals of unexploited high density populations are often under
stress, their reproductive capacity decreasing and mortality increasing, because of
epizootics and other intra-population reasons.
At all times there has been a need for the development of harvesting strategies that
provide a stable and optimal harvest and the resources conservation [Ricker 1954;
Beverton and Holt 1957; Svirezhev and Elizarov 1972; Beddington and Taylor 1973;
Swan 1975; Clark 1976; May et al. 1978; Skaletskaya et al. 1979; Lande 1997;
Runge and Johnson 2002; and others].
The development of harvesting strategies should be closely connected with the
study of population structure, in particular, age structure [Beddington and Taylor
1973; Jensen 1996]. First, the population increment is a complex process involving
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juvenile’s survival and growth, etc., and each of these characteristics may be
affected differently by a change in the population density and harvest. Secondly, in
most cases the field men (that is hunters, fishermen, foresters) are interested only
in a part of the exploited population (e.g., mature trees, big fish of marketable size,
adult seals and their cubs) [Caughley 1977].
The aim of this work is to investigate an optimal harvesting problem in a simple age
structure population. We determine the harvesting strategy not leading to
instabilities or extinctions, which results in maximum sustainable yields. In this
paper, we consider the exploited population which, by the end of each reproduction
season, consists of two age groups: juveniles (immature individuals) and adults
(participants of the reproduction process). We assume that the time between two
reproduction seasons is enough for the juveniles to become adults. The most
common mechanism that regulates population size is the decreasing juvenile
survival rate. For many animal populations, this rate depends not only (and not so
much) on the number of juveniles, but also on the number of adults [Frisman et al.
2011]. Hence, we assume that increase in the population number is regulated by
density-dependent limitation of a juvenile survival rate. The optimal control problem
is solved by means of determining the optimal catch quota at differentiated
harvesting in the population age groups.
2

THE OPTIMAL CONTROL PROBLEM

We consider the optimal control problem over dynamics of the population with a
simple age structure. We assume that both age groups (juveniles and adults) are of
commercial value. The population exploitation is characterized by the extraction of
some individuals from every age group at fixed timing. The discrete-time model of
harvest population with a simple age structure is given by
 X n +1 = (aYn )(1 − u1 ),
,

Yn +1 = (s( X n ,Yn ) X n + vYn )(1 − u 2 ),

(1)

where n is a reproductive season number, X (X>0) and Y (Y>0) are the numbers of
juveniles and adults, respectively, a (a>0) is the birth rate, v (0<v≤1) is the survival
rate of adults, u1 (0≤u1≤1) and u2 (0≤u2≤1) are the harvest rates of immature and
mature individuals, respectively, s(X,Y) is the survival rate of juveniles as a function
of the age group sizes.
The number of animals removed through harvest, R, is given by
R n = u1 (aYn ) + u 2 (( X n ,Yn ) X n + vYn ) .

(2)

The survival rate of immature individuals is selected as following discrete-time
Verhulst’s model: s( X,Y ) = 1− αX − βY , where α (α≥0) and β (β≥0) are parameters
describing the intensity of intrapopulation competition. To simplify the analysis of
this system, we introduce a new parameter ρ=β/α.
Moreover we consider the strategy with a stationary character of exploitation (that is
X n = X , Yn = Y ) not leading to the population extinction. The substitutions αX→x
and αY→y transform (1) into
 x = ay (1 − u1 ),

y = ((1 − x − ρy ) x + vy )(1 − u 2 ),
where x and y are equilibrium population sizes.
The annual harvest achieved is

(3)
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R = u1 (ay ) + u 2 ((1 − x − ρy )x + vy ) ,

(4)

and the equilibrium annual income is given by
I = c1u1 (ay ) + c 2 u 2 ((1 − x − ρy ) x + vy ) ,

(5)

where c1 and c2 are average price of a single individual from both the juveniles and
adult age classes, respectively.
Optimization criterion of the equilibrium income (5) is

c1ayu1 + c 2 (s (x , y )x + vy )u 2 → max .

(6)

The optimization problem is to determine the optimal harvest rates ( u1 , u 2 ) and the
optimal equilibrium population size ( x M , y M ) to provide the maximum sustainable
annual harvest and maximum sales return. In fact, we need to maximize the
function (5).
After conversion of function (5) the optimal annual income satisfies

I = max I,
x ,y ∈D

where

I = c1(ay − x ) + c 2 ((1 − x − ρy )x + vy − y )

(7)

of allowable values

D = {( x , y ) : x ≥ 0, y ≥ 0, ay − x ≥ 0, x (1 − x − ρy ) + vy − y ≥ 0, c1 > 0, c 2 > 0)} .

3

FINDING THE EQUILIBRIUM SOLUTION

In the absence of harvest, the equilibrium population size is (figure 1)

x=

a + v −1
a + v −1
, y=
.
a+ρ
a(a + ρ)

(8)

a)
b)
Figure 1. The graphical solution of the system (3) in the absence of harvest.
x ( x − 1)
Line 1 is y = x / a , line 2 is y =
.
v − ρx − 1

The conditions of existence and stability for system (1) (in the absence of harvest)
are determined. It is shown, there are 3 possible scenarios of stability loss: the
invariant curve emergence, emergence of 2-cycles, the change of dynamic modes
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(equilibrium, 2-cycles, equilibrium, quasi-periodic oscillation). One of the
mechanisms for population number stabilization is optimal control over harvesting.
As a result of the optimization problem solution we have found out that the function
(7) maximum is achieved only at the borders of domain D, with only one age class
being exploited. A simultaneous harvest of individuals from two age classes proves
to be not optimal.
First, the function (7) maximum is achieved at the border y = x / a in the point B
(figure 1 a), then the optimal equilibrium population size is

xM =

a +v −1
a +v −1
, yM =
,
2(a + ρ)
2a(a + ρ)

(9)

and the optimal annual income is

I2 = c2

(a + v − 1)2
= c 2 R 2M .
4a(a + ρ)

Note, that x M =

(10)

1
1
x , yM = y .
2
2

x ( x − 1)
in the
v − ρx − 1
point C (figure 1 b). Consequently the optimal equilibrium population size is
Second, the function (7) maximum is achieved at the border y =

xM =

Μ + (a + ρ)(v − 1)
(1 + a + ρ − v )((1 − v )(1 + ρ − v ) − Μ )
, yM =
,
ρ(a + ρ)
(a(v − 1) − Μ )((a + ρ)(1 + ρ − v ) + Μ )

(11)

where Μ = (a(1 − v )(1 + ρ − v )(a + ρ))1/ 2 .
The optimal annual income is

I 1 = c1

(Μ − a(a + ρ))((1 − v )(1 + ρ − v ) − Μ )
= c1R1M .
(a(1 − v ) + Μ )((a + ρ)(1 + ρ − v ) + Μ )

(12)

To find an absolute maximum of function (7) (or (5)) we have compared the income
values of stationary harvest for adults I 2 (10) and juveniles I1 (12). Then the
maximum is
I = max{ I 2 , I1 } =

where µ =

1 (a + v − 1) 2
max{ c 2 , µc1 } ,
4 a(a + ρ )

4a(a + ρ)(Μ − a(a + ρ))((1 − v )(1 + ρ − v ) − Μ )
.
(a + v − 1) 2 (a(1 − v ) + Μ )((a + ρ)(1 + ρ − v ) + Μ )

Consequently, if c2>µ c1, there is the maximum at the boundary u1=0, and the adult
individuals are exploited (figure 2). The optimal harvest rate is

u 2M =

a + v −1
.
a +v +1

If c2<µc1, then u2=0, and only immature individuals are harvested (figure 2). The
optimal harvest rate is given by
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u1M =

a(a + ρ) − Μ
.
a(1 + a + ρ − v )

c1=1, c2=1
c1=0.1, c2=1
c1=1, c2=1.988
Figure 2. Surface of the function of income (5), dependent on price values
at a=1.8, v=0.2, ρ=0.5.
4

DYNAMICS OF POPULATION SIZES AND ITS STABILIZATION

Optimal control over harvesting stabilize population number (figure 3 a). However it
is shown that there is a domain of population parameters, characterized by the loss
of optimal equilibrium stability, and the emergence of 2-cycles in spite of harvesting
with optimal constant harvest rate.
It is shown that the harvesting impact on the elder age class results in periodic
dynamics only in that range of the parameters, where similar dynamics is observed
for the unexploited population (figure 3 b).
It is found that optimal harvesting with optimal constant catch quota from the
younger class changes the type of dynamic instability, typical for the population
(figure 3 c), and also causes regular fluctuations in the numbers at certain values of
parameters (figure 3 d).

a)

Harvest from adult group

b)

c)

Harvest from juveniles group

d)

Figure 3. Dynamics of population sizes, where x, y are the population sizes in the
+
+
absence of harvest, (x(uM), y (uM), (x (uM), y(uM)) are the pre-harvest population
sizes, (x(uM), y (uM)), (x ( uM), y(uM)) are the post-harvest population sizes at
(a) a=3, ρ=1, v=0.5, x1=0.2, y1=0.1, uM =0.56; (b) a=2, ρ=4.5, v=0.1, x1=0.2,
y1=0.01, uM =0.35; (c) a=5, ρ=5, v=0.2, x1=0.05, y1=0.05, uM =0.64; (d) a=2,
ρ=1.758, v=0.02, x1=0.1, y1=0.06, uM=0.32.
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The necessity of transfer from harvesting with constant harvest rate to threshold
harvesting, which is based on "surplus yield" over the number giving a maximum
increase in the population, is evident. The optimal control takes the form [Svirezhev
and Elizarov 1972; Skaletskaya et al. 1979]
Vn = z n − z M at z n ≥ z M

at z n < z M
Vn = 0

(13)

where z is the size of exploited age group, V is the annual yield, zM is the size at
which the population growth is maximum possible.
Note that the size at which the population growth is maximum possible corresponds
to (9) or (11).
Equation (13) means that the harvest of age group (immature or mature individuals)
occurs when their number exceeds the optimal level ( zn ≥ zM ), otherwise, when

zn < zM harvest is prohibited.
Starting from a given initial state (x0, y0), the population size (xn, yn) and annual
harvest (Vn) will converge toward an equilibrium point. Once the equilibrium point is
reached, the population size and annual harvest will remain constant. We note that
the threshold strategy always stabilizes the system’s dynamics, as opposed to
harvesting with constant harvest rate (figure 4).

a) Harvest from adult group

b) Harvest from juveniles group
Figure 4. Dynamics of population sizes, where x, y are the population sizes in the
*
+
*
+
+
*
*
+
absence of harvest, (x(V ), y (V )), (x(uM), y (uM)), (x (V ), y(V )), (x (uM), y(uM)) are
*
- *
- *
*
the pre-harvest population sizes, (x(V ), y (V )), (x(uM), y (uM)), (x (V ), y(V )),
(x (uM), y(uM)) are the post-harvest population sizes at (a) a=2, ρ=4.5, v=0.1,
x1=0.09, y1=0.05, uM =0.35; (b) a=5, ρ=5, v=0.2, x1=0.05, y1=0.05, uM =0.64
5

CONCLUSIONS

It is shown that a single age class harvesting is the optimal one, and a choice of the
age class is determined by the values of population parameters and prices ratio.
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It is found that the optimal proportional harvesting stabilizes the population
dynamics for particular values of parameters. However, there is a range of the
parameters at which, in case of optimal harvesting with constant harvest rate, twoyear fluctuations of the population size appear.
To stabilize the dynamics of population sizes the optimal harvesting strategy is to
efficiently reach an equilibrium point that provides the maximum sustainable annual
harvest.
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